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ABSTRACT

The Effect of Math Anxiety on Learning a Novel Math Task
by
Jeremy Adam Krause
Dr. Mark H. Ashcraft, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Psychology
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The focus of this experiment was to assess the effect of math anxiety on learning a
novel math task (modular arithmetic). While participants that were low in math anxiety
performed significantly better (in terms of reaction time) than participants that were in the
medium and high math anxiety groups on repeated problems, the low math anxious
participants did not perform differently than the medium and high math anxiety groups on
unique problems. This indicates that the low math anxious participants were better able
to learn the procedure of modular arithmetic but were not significantly different in their
ability to learn the “basic facts” o f modular arithmetic than the medium and high math
anxious participants. It is assumed that this is due to the fact that the low math anxious
participants are able to process the problems at a deep level while the high math anxious
participants processed the problems at a shallow level. The results o f this experiment
also indicate that after eight blocks o f practice the high math anxious participants
performed at an equal level (in terms of reaction time) as the low math anxious
participants on their first block of trials. The two main findings o f this experiment
indicate that (1) the low math anxious participants are able to process the problems at a
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deep level from their first block of trials, and (2) it took the high math anxious
participants until their eighth block of trials to process the problems at an equivalent deep
level.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Ashcraft (2002) gives an interesting example about a participant’s reaction during a
math task. The participant became so overwhelmed with the experience o f doing simple
subtraction that she burst into tears. Although this is an extreme example, it does
illustrate that some people show signs o f severe anxiety when performing math tasks
(Ashcraft, Krause, & Hopko, 2007). This type o f anxiety has come to be known as math
anxiety.
Math anxiety can be described as a form o f anxiety that is triggered when an
individual is performing a math task. There are many types o f situations involving math
that may trigger math anxiety. Math tasks include such tasks as figuring out if you have
received correct change from a clerk, taking a quiz in a math class, or performing
complex math problems. Notice that these tasks do not consist o f number recognition
(e.g., recognizing that there are five objects on a screen) or other lower level tasks that
involve numerosity. Complex math tasks involve actively manipulating numbers.
Math Anxiety Rating Scale
The first widely used scale that measured a person’s level o f math anxiety was
developed by Richardson and Suirm in 1972. This scale, the Math Anxiety Rating Scale
(MARS), consisted o f 98 items. The items described different situations, ranging from
academic to real life situations, that involve math. Participants were instructed to rate th
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level of anxiety that they feel in these situations using a five point Likert-type scale. This
test was found to be extremely reliable in terms o f test-retest reliability, a = .85 (Brush,
1978).
Because the MARS was extremely long, Alexander and Martray (1989) developed a
shortened version that consists o f 25 questions. Fleck, Sloan, Ashcraft, Slane, and
Strakowski (1998) found that the 25 question MARS correlated highly (r=.96) with the
98 item MARS. Fleck et al. named this shortened version o f the MARS the sMARS. In
the current experiment, I used the sMARS instead of the MARS because it is easier to
use, has been found to be reliable, and is predictive of disruptions in math processing.
Prevalence o f Math Anxiety and Potential Causes
Math anxiety does not affect all people. Recent research has divided people into
three levels o f math anxiety (low, medium and high) using the scales described above.
According to recent research, roughly 17% o f the population is classified as being high
math anxious (Ashcraft et al., 2007). Being classified as high math anxious (based on
scores on the sMARS) the participant must receive a score that puts them at or above one
standard deviation above the mean. The estimate o f 17% prevalence rate o f math anxiety
is based on the idea that in a normal distribution 17% o f the sample will fall at or above
one standard deviation above the mean.
Although it is beyond the scope o f the current experiment, it is important to have an
understanding o f the possible causes o f math anxiety. Because the majority o f research
on math anxiety that involves children has been done on students older than sixth grade,
there is not a clear answer that points to a specific age at which math anxiety develops.
Some research has been done that leads researchers to believe there may be multiple

causes o f math anxiety. Turner et al. (2002) found that a teacher’s style o f teaching may
be a cause o f math avoidance. A teacher who criticizes a student for making errors on
math problems in front o f other students may cause the student stress. The student most
likely will try not to be involved in these stressful situations and may avoid math all
together. Although this avoidance is not the same as math anxiety, avoidance may be
associated with math anxiety (discussed more thoroughly below).
Many participants in lab experiments claim that their math anxiety began when they
were learning algebra. During algebra class many students are asked to solve a problem
on the chalkboard in front o f their classmates. The student may become aware at their
ineptness in math tasks during this type of situation. Being ridiculed by their teacher for
an incorrect answer may become a critical point in which a student develops math
anxiety. Some o f the possible risk factors for math anxiety have been discussed by
Ashcraft et al. (2007), including low working memory span, difficulties in math at a
young age, having a teacher that ridicules incorrect answers (like described above), and
math avoidance (may be a cause or an effect o f math anxiety).
Math Cognition
Before going more in depth on how math anxiety affects math performance, it makes
sense to discuss how people solve math problems. Ashcraft (1982) suggests that when
children are learning addition they initially rely on counting and other methods involving
calculating the answer. After children have gained experience with addition (Ashcraft,
1982, used addition problems in his experiment) they were able to retrieve the answers to
the problems from memory instead o f using procedural strategies. It appears that amount
of exposure to particular problems can influence how well the facts are learned as well.

Hamann and Ashcraft (1986) found that in elementary text books (more specifically first,
second and third grade textbooks), problems involving smaller numbers appear much
more frequently than problems involving larger numbers. This difference in exposure
may result in children being able to retrieve the problems that involve smaller numbers
but still use procedural strategies when answering the problems involving larger numbers.
LeFevre, Sadesky, and Bisanz (1996) found that the strategies used by adults depend
on the characteristics o f the problems. LeFevre et al. (1996) found that when adults do
addition problems they use strategies that change as a function of the size o f the problem.
In other words, an adult’s strategy depended on the numbers used in the problem. There
was evidence for adults exhibiting a change of strategy (from procedural to retrieval) in
their reaction times (longer reaction times resulted when participants used procedural
strategies and quicker reaction times when participants used retrieval strategies). This
may be a product o f the findings of Hamann and Ashcraft (1986), as discussed above.
Retrieval strategy
Ashcraft and Battaglia (1978) found evidence that adults use retrieval strategies when
doing addition problems. In this experiment the subjects were shown an addition
problem with an answer. The task was to answer true or false to whether or not the sum
was correct for the given problem. Some o f the wrong answers were reasonable; the
answer was off by ± I or 2, while the unreasonable wrong problems were incorrect by ± 5
or 6. Ashcraft and Battaglia (1978) found that the best predictor for reaction time on true
non-tie (where each addend is a different number, an example o f a tie problem would be
5 + 5) was the square o f the correct sum. For clarification purposes, an addend is a
number that when added to another number forms a sum. The square o f the correct sum

was also the best predictor o f reaction times for the reasonable false problems. In other
words, the reaction time increased as the sum increased and this exhibited an exponential
relationship.
Ashcraft (1982) created a model that helps explain why people have longer reaction
times for problems involving large numbers than for problems involving small numbers,
an effect widely known as the problem size effect. Ashcraft’s (1982) model described a
retrieval process that can be compared to a table o f arithmetic facts. Both the columns
and rows are labeled as numbers. Imagine a graph that has a y-axis that is labeled from
zero to nine from bottom to top with an interval ratio o f one. The labels on the x-axis are
the same as on the y-axis except that it is labeled from zero to nine from left to right. The
intersection o f the column and row (y- and x-axis) is the sum o f the numbers
corresponding to the column and row. Theoretically, the amount o f time that it takes to
retrieve the answer corresponds to the number o f steps it takes to get from the
intersection o f zero plus zero to the desired sum. Since it would require fewer steps to
get to the sum o f 3 + 4 than it would to get to the sum o f 9 + 7, this model would indicate
that it would take more time to retrieve the answer to 9 + 7 than 3 + 4 . This model
provides a mechanism that accounts for why it takes less time to retrieve the answers
with small sums and longer to retrieve the answers with larger sums.
Going back to the Ashcraft and Battaglia (1978) article, for the unreasonable false
problems it was found that the best predictor variable was the minimum addend. This
implies that when the stated value and the retrieved (from memory) value were different,
a second process was done in order to validate their answer. When the values o f the

stated and retrieved sum are extremely different there is no need for the second process
because it is obviously a wrong answer.
Widaman, Geary, Cormier, and Little (1989) sought to find a componential model of
how people perform mental addition. Widaman et al. (1989) used four types of addition
problems with the purpose of finding one model that would explain how people solve all
of these problems. The types o f problems were two single digit addends, one single and
one double digit addend, two double digit addends, and three single digit addends. The
results suggest that a product structural variable was the best predictor for the reaction
times o f the addition problems (especially for the first two types o f problems). This
predictor makes sense if multiplication problems and addition problems are both arranged
in the table format that was discussed earlier. The fact that the product structural variable
is the best predictor o f reaction times for addition problems provides evidence that
addition problems are solved with a retrieval strategy because it would take
approximately the sarne time to retrieve a multiplication answer as an addition answer in
a table format.
Strategy use
In order to gain insight into which strategy participants were using during a math
task, Kirk and Ashcraft (2001) gave instructions that suggested the use o f a particular
strategy when doing an addition task (this was done to test the results obtained by
LeFevere et al., 1996). Their results indicated that the strategy that a participant uses
during an addition task can be easily influenced by the type o f instruction that they
receive. In the second experiment Kirk and Ashcraft (2001) conducted a similar
experiment but this time used multiplication instead o f addition. The results, like their

first experiment, revealed that the participants’ indication o f strategy use was influenced
by the instructions that were given to them. To date, there has been no research done to
illustrate the proper method to use to determine the frequency o f non-retrieval strategies
used. In the current experiment I used percent improvement across the blocks of trials to
find out if there is a speeding up o f reaction times from one block o f trials to another. If
the reaction times become radically faster from one block o f trials to the next it would
imply that the answers to the math problems were being retrieved instead o f recalculated.
It appears that retrieval strategies are used frequently, but not exclusively, when
solving basic math problems. Because the answers are frequently retrieved it becomes of
interest to determine why some people are quicker to retrieve these facts than other
people. It also becomes o f interest to gain an understanding o f why some people retrieve
answers while others do not. It may be that a person’s level o f math anxiety is a factor in
whether or not a person is able to retrieve the answer from memory or not.
Explanations o f Math Anxiety
Avoidance
There are two main explanations o f how math anxiety might affect a person’s math
performance. The first explanation suggests that people who are math anxious avoid
situations that involve math tasks because the task induces anxiety. Math anxious people
may avoid any task that involves math, ranging from taking a math exam to balancing
their checkbook. This avoidance o f math could result in high math anxious people
becoming less practiced in math tasks; which in turn would result in high math anxious
people being less skilled in math. In support o f this reasoning, Hembree’s (1990) meta
analysis illustrated that math anxiety and number o f high school math classes taken had a

correlation o f -.31. There was a similar correlation between math anxiety and intention
of taking college math courses of -.32. These two correlations indicate that the more
math anxious a person is, the fewer math classes they have taken. Because math anxious
people avoid math courses, math anxious people will be less practiced and educated in
math than their non math anxious counterparts. With this in mind, it follows that high
math anxious people learn less math and become less skilled than their low math anxious
counterparts. Hembree (1990) also found that math anxiety is negatively correlated, -.31,
with math aptitude/achievement in college students.
Math avoidance results in high math anxious people seeking jobs that involve little to
no math skills. This can cause math anxious people to limit their career paths. It may be
extremely difficult for a math anxious person to have an engineering career, for example,
or other careers involving math. Because math anxious people are less likely to take
math classes than their non math anxious counterparts, they will be less qualified to
pursue career paths that involve math. It appears that math anxious people are also less
motivated when it comes to math than their math anxious counterparts. Hembree (1990)
found a correlation o f -.64 for math anxiety and motivation in math. This lack of
motivation may be another reason why math anxious people are less likely to obtain jobs
that involve math.
It appears that avoidance does not only involve avoiding a math task but also involves
rushing through situations in which you are required to participate in a math task.
Ashcraft and Faust (1994) and Faust, Ashcraft, and Fleck (1996) found a speed accuracy
trade-off in their lab experiments. Participants in the high math anxiety group had
reaction times that were often equal to those o f the low math anxious participants. When

Faust et al. (1996) analyzed the data more closely they found that the high math anxious
individuals made considerably more errors, suggesting that they sacrificed accuracy so
that they could finish the task more quickly. It seems that the two column addition
problems, like the ones used in Faust et al. (1996), caused enough anxiety to cause the
high math anxious individuals to want to remove themselves from the situation as quickly
as possible.
Competition for Working Memory Resources
The second explanation o f how math anxiety affects math performance revolves
around the concept o f working memory. The current paper intends to gain a better
understanding o f how this second explanation has an effect on math anxiety.
O f the several current approaches to working memory, Baddeley’s (1986) three-part
working memory model is probably the most widely accepted, and is a convenient model
within which to explain math anxiety effects. Baddeley’s (1986) working memory model
involves three main components: the central executive, the visuospatial sketchpad, and
the phonological loop. The main component is the central executive. The central
executive can be thought of as the control center in this model. The main functions o f the
central executive are planning and making decisions, organizing incoming information
and sending it to the proper location, and initiating retrieval from long term memory.
The phonological loop is in charge o f sound-related rehearsal functions. For example,
when you are told a phone number that you need to call, the short-term rehearsal of that
phone number is done in the phonological loop. The visuospatial sketchpad is similar to
the phonological loop but the visuospatial sketchpad is in charge o f spatial information.
Let’s say that a participant is shown two objects (one after another) that appear to be

similar. After the first object is shown a second object that has been rotated forty-five
degrees from the orientation of the originally shown object is shown to the participant.
The task o f the participant is to determine if the two objects are the same. The mental
rotation of the first object so that it matches the orientation o f the second object is done in
the visuospatial sketchpad (Shepard and Metzler, 1971).
The main point o f interest for this thesis is that Baddeley’s (1986) working memory
model (as well as other working memory approaches) describes working memory as
having a finite pool o f mental resources. In other words, there is a limit to the number of
tasks that working memory can be involved in at once. You may notice that when people
are driving in an unfamiliar area and are looking for a specific address they have the
tendency to turn down the radio to pay more attention to searching for the address.
Because the person is using two different modalities, one might think that it is
unnecessary to turn down the radio. Baddeley’s (1986) working memory model would
argue that the two tasks, searching for the address and listening to the radio, are
competing for working memory resources. Turning down the radio will free up working
memory resources to use towards searching for the address.
Math Anxiety Research
The direction of math anxiety research shifted after Eysenck (1992) hypothesized that
anxiety can disrupt cognitive processes. In other words, anxiety makes it more difficult
to work on a task. This hypothesis led some to believe that math anxiety could inhibit a
person’s performance on a math task. Later, researchers applied Eysenck’s (1992) idea
to math and discovered that anxiety and the math task are both competing for the same
pool of working memory resources. The more difficult a math problem is the more
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resources the problem requires from working memory (Seyler, Kirk, & Ashcraft, 2003;
Lefevre, Destefano, Coleman, & Shanahan, 2005). It makes sense that anxiety will have
a greater effect when working on difficult math problems than when working on simpler
math problems.
Baddeley’s (1986) model provides a framework in which math anxiety can be
understood. Math anxiety can be seen as one task that involves working memory while
the math task itself is also using some working memory resources. The physiological and
cognitive arousal that is associated with math anxiety can exhaust resources from
working memory. Therefore the more math anxious a person is (i.e. high math anxiety
compared to either medium or low math anxiety) the more resources will be drained by
the anxiety, leaving fewer resources available to work on the math task (Eysenck, 1992).
When a person does an addition problem that involves carrying (where they need to
actively manipulate the problem, not just retrieve it from memory), reaction times are
slower than for problems that do not involve the carry operation (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001).
It can be assumed that when an addition task that involves carrying is done mentally the
problem is visualized and manipulated (visually carrying the number) in working
memory. When the carrying operation is involved it requires more resources from
working memory capacity than a problem that does not involve carrying because of the
additional steps that are required to correctly solve the problem. The fact that more
working memory resources are needed for the carry operation could be the cause for
slower reaction times for carry than for non carry addition problems.
The idea that anxiety could affect a person’s math abilities has raised many questions
by researchers. One goal of researchers who explore math anxiety is to try to determine
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what causes low math anxious participants to perform at a higher level than high math
anxious participants on math achievement tests. As stated earlier, one theory is that high
math anxious people have a lower level o f math knowledge than low math anxious
people. While the other theory is that low math anxious people perform higher on math
achievement tests than high math anxious people because high math anxious people have
a competition for working memory resources between anxiety and the math task while
this competition is not characteristic o f low math anxious people. In order to gain a
better understanding o f the cause o f math anxiety, one must get a baseline score of
participants’ math abilities. The Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) is a standard
math achievement test. The WRAT is a 40 question test, traditionally done in a paper
pencil format, which is divided into eight lines, with five questions per line. One o f the
important characteristics o f the test is that the questions get progressively more difficult.
The types o f questions range from a basic single digit addition problem (problem number
1 is: 1 + 1 =___ ) to a more difficult function problem [f(x) = 3x^ + x - 7. Find f(-2)].
The reason that it is important that the lines become progressively more difficult is that a
line by line analysis can be done to gain a sense o f the participant’s upper limit in math
ability. The fact that the WRAT becomes progressively more difficult from line to line
enables researchers to be able to determine the differences in the upper limit of math
ability between the math anxiety groups.
There have been several publications that have made great strides towards
determining whether differences in performance on math tests by low and high math
anxious people is caused by disparity in math knowledge or if the anxiety associated with
math is causing interference in working memory capacity. Ashcraft and Kirk (1998; see
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also Ashcraft & Krause, 2007) illustrated that all three math anxiety groups (low,
medium, and high) did equally well on the first three lines of the WRAT. This indicates
that all participants are skilled at basic mathematical procedures (i.e., simple addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, which characterize the problems on the first
three lines of the WRAT). The fact that all participants scored equally on the first three
lines of the WRAT became important in Ashcraft and Kirk (2001).
In Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) a dual task paradigm was used to determine whether or
not math anxiety consumes working memory resources. Because dual task situations
cause a competition for working memory resources, it could be assumed that if math
anxiety also consumes these resources then people with math anxiety would be at a
severe disadvantage compared to people without math anxiety in a dual task paradigm.
In Ashcraft and Kirk’s (2001) task, people were shown a random string o f letters that
consisted of either two or six letters, to be recalled later. Next the participants were
shown a two-column addition problem. H alf o f the addition problems involved carrying
while the other half of the addition problems did not involve carrying. The logic behind
this manipulation was that the carrying operation requires more working memory
resources than problems that do not involve carrying (LeFevre, et ah, 2005). After the
addition problem was solved, a prompt was shown that instructed participants to recall
the previously seen string of letters. To successfully complete this task the participant
must keep the letter string in working memory (more specifically, the phonological loop)
while doing the addition problem. When people are rehearsing the string o f letters and
computing an addition problem in their heads, a competition for working memory
resources ensues to the extent that the addition problem requires working memory.
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The control trials had a similar design to the dual task design described above. The
difference in the math only control was that instead of having a prompt to recall the
letters, the same letters appeared again and the people were asked to recite the letters
aloud. In a letter recall control condition, the design was the same as the earlier designs
discussed except the answer to the addition problem was given, but not for the letters.
The participants were instructed to simply read aloud the answer to the math problem.
The hypothesis o f this experiment was: During the dual task paradigm a person in the
high math anxious group will have three tasks competing for working memory resources
(rehearsing the letter string, computing the addition problem, and experiencing anxiety).
For the low math anxious people, only the letter string rehearsal and computing the
addition problems should be competing for working memory resources. Therefore, the
competition for working memory resources, associated with the high math anxious
participants, will have a negative effect on performance when compared to low math
anxious participants.
As discussed earlier, Ashcraft and Kirk (1998) found that all three levels of math
anxiety did equally well on the first three lines of the WRAT (which included two
column addition). This indicates that all three groups had the basic ability to do two
column addition problems, even the ones involving the carrying operation. Ashcraft and
Kirk (2001) found that as the working memory load increased, from two to six letters for
recall, error rates increased. This increase in error rates was more predominant in the
problems that involved carrying than the no-carry problems. Although these results were
found in all three groups, the high math anxious group seemed to have the most difficulty
with this task. In other words, in a task that relied heavily on working memory, the high
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math anxious people were at the biggest disadvantage. This finding is in direct support of
the hypothesis that math anxiety drains resources from working memory that could be
used towards a math task.
Introducing a Novel Math Task
A novel math task is a task that a person has never been exposed to in which the
primary goal is achieved using mathematical principles. Throughout a person’s
education they are confronted with several novel math tasks. For example, in a child’s
first day o f math class they may be exposed to addition which at the time would be
considered a novel math task. It is somewhat difficult to find a math task that will be
novel to college age students. Next, I will discuss an experiment that not only found a
math task that was novel to college students but also manipulated the amount that these
types of problems were practiced.
Beilock, Kulp, Holt, and Carr (2004) showed that practice can help a person perform
a novel math task at a higher level even when the novel math task is done in a situation
that involves pressure. In order to ensure that some participants did not have more
practice than others, Beilock et al. (2004) used a math task that is not traditionally taught
in math classes. This task is called modular arithmetic (Gauss, 1965). In this task a
stimulus is shown to the participants (e.g., 7 ^ 3 (mod 4)). In order to obtain the answer
the participant must first subtract the second number, 3, from the first number, 7. If the
remainder is evenly divisible by the mod, 4, than the answer is true, if not the answer is
false (in the given example the answer is true). Classically, the problem is solved by
dividing the moderator number (in the example it is 4) into each o f other numbers in the
problem (in the example they are 7 and 3). If the remainder o f dividing the moderator
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into each o f the other two numbers is the same the answer would be true. If the
remainder is different when dividing the moderator in to each o f the two numbers the
answer would be false. In the current experiment, the participants were taught to do the
problems in the first manner described here.
People were divided into one of two groups, high-pressure or low-pressure. In the
high-pressure group subjects were told that they were randomly paired with another
participant. If both partners increased their score by twenty percent they would each
receive five dollars. They were then told that their partner had already achieved the
desired score. In the low-pressure group, the participants were told to continue on to the
next block of trials just as they had done the previous block o f trials.
Another manipulation by Beilock et. al (2004) was the amount o f working memory
resources that the modular arithmetic problem required. As stated earlier, Ashcraft and
Kirk (2001) found that carrying problems require more working memory capacity than
problems that do not use the carrying algorithm. Beilock et al. (2004) used this fact, but
assumed the same would be true for borrowing, in order to manipulate the amount of
working memory resources required to solve each problem. The low demand condition
involved single digit subtraction problems that did not involve borrowing (e.g., 6 = 3
(mod 3)). The intermediate demand problems involved two double digit numbers but did
not involve borrowing (e.g., 1 9 = 1 0 (mod 9)) while the high demand problems involved
both two digit numbers and the borrowing operation (e.g., 43 = 19 (mod 8)). Each
problem was shown twice in each block, once where the answer was true and once where
the answer was false. It appears that the level of demand that a problem involved is
related to the level o f difficulty of the problem.
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In the first experiment, Beilock et al. (2004) gave people two different blocks of
trials. The first block of trials was done for the purpose of measuring the participants’
level of performance on modular arithmetic problems. After the first block of trials the
pressure manipulation was introduced. Participants were either exposed to the high
pressure situation or participants continued to the second block without any type of
pressure manipulation. The results indicate that both the high pressure and low pressure
group showed a significant increase in accuracy from pre-test to post-test on the low
demand problems. This was not the case for the high demand problems, however. In
terms of pre-test accuracy scores the high and low demand groups did not differ. There
was a difference in accuracy between the low pressure and high pressure groups for the
high demand problems on the post-test. While, the low pressure group did show slight
(insignificant) improvements, in terms of accuracy, from pre- to post-test, the high
pressure group showed significant declines in accuracy from pre-test to post-test on the
high demand problems. This indicates that the pressure (associated with the pressure
manipulation) and the difficulty level o f the problems consumed a high amount of
working memory resources, which caused deficits in performance on the modular
arithmetic task.
The third experiment in Beilock et al. (2004) was designed to see if practicing the
problems would help participants avoid the deficits that were associated with the high
pressure situation. The scenario was very similar to the first experiment except that
participants had practiced some o f the problems either once or fifty times while some of
the problems were not practiced at all. It appears that when the participants had practiced
the problem fifty times they were not affected by the pressure situation. This was the
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case even for the high demand problems. This implies that when a problem is
significantly practiced, the participant can retrieve the answer from memory instead of
calculating the answer. In other words, once the fact is stored in memory, the retrieval of
this fact does not require enough working memory resources to cause a competition for
said resources in the pressure situation. However, when the participants were confronted
by a problem that they had not practiced sufficiently their reaction times were longer,
implying that they had to calculate the answer instead of retrieving the answer from
memory. This illustrates that participants showed the effects o f pressure when the
problems were not sufficiently practiced (i.e., when participants still had to compute the
answer, with working memory resources necessary for the computation).
With the results o f Beilock et al. (2004) in mind, it makes sense to assume that when
people learn a novel math task they must calculate each problem in order to obtain an
answer. With more and more exposure to the task, participants will be able to retrieve
frequently practiced answers from memory instead o f having to calculate the answer.
This result raises the question: Does a person’s level o f math anxiety influence the
amount o f practice it would take for a person to be able to recall the answer from memory
instead o f having to calculate the answer repeatedly? The purpose o f this thesis was to
see if math anxiety affects a person’s ability to learn new math facts and procedures.
The first step of this process was to determine if people at all levels o f math anxiety
were able to initially perform the task at an equal level. Ashcraft and Krause (2007)
reported that the three math anxiety groups all have the ability to do the tasks on the first
three lines o f the WRAT at an equal level. Modular arithmetic involves a two step
process that only requires knowledge o f subtraction and division, which are both tested
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on the first three lines of the WRAT. Thus it is possible that all math anxiety levels will
be able to perform the modular arithmetic task at an equal level, in terms o f accuracy, at
the outset.
Beilock et al. (2004) noted that when modular arithmetic problems were not practiced
sufficiently the participants become affected by the pressure situation, which resulted in a
decline in their performance on the math task. Beilock et al. (2004) characterized
“choking” under pressure as performing worse on a task in a pressure situation than
should be expected. Beilock et al. (2004) found that this “choking” may be due to a
competition for working memory resources between the pressure from the situation and
working on the modular arithmetic task at the same time. It appears that if the problems
have been practiced sufficiently, the retrieval o f the answer does not require enough
working memory capacity to inhibit performance on the math task in the pressure
situation.
Math anxiety may be comparable to “choking” under pressure in terms o f causing
competition with the math task for working memory resources. Beilock et al. (2004)
discusses several theories o f “choking”. One theory is the distraction theory. This theory
claims that pressure leads people to focus on the importance o f the task at hand. When
people focus on the importance o f the task it begins to fill working memory with thoughts
o f worrying about their performance on the task. Thinking about their performance and
actually performing the task compete for working memory resources. In this scenario
“choking under pressure” and math anxiety both result in a competition for working
memory resources. In Beilock et al.’s (2004) experiment they found that people in the
high pressure situation showed decreases in performance when the problems became
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more difficult. Likewise, Ashcraft and Kirk (2001 ) found that when their task was at its
highest level o f difficulty people with high levels of math anxiety showed significant
decreases in performance while the other math anxiety groups did not show such
decreases in performance. These two examples are illustrating that math anxiety and
“choking under pressure” have the same effect. When the task becomes more difficult,
both math anxiety and “choking under pressure” result in deficits in performance.
Current Experiment
The purpose o f the current experiment was to examine math anxiety’s role in learning
a novel math task. Participants began with a practice session in which they were exposed
to the modular arithmetic task. Once the participants finished the training period they
completed the nine experimental blocks o f trials. Each block o f trials included the same
sixteen problems. There were an additional eight problems that were unique to each of
the nine experimental blocks. It was o f interest to see if there was a difference in the
math anxiety groups in terms o f decrease in error rate and decrease in reaction time of
their responses from one experimental block to the next. For this experiment, it was
hypothesized that the low math anxious people would be better able to learn both the
facts (the repeated problems) and the procedure (tested by the unique problems) than
their high math anxious counterparts. It was predicted that all participants would be able
to understand how to solve the modular arithmetic problems from the beginning so the
reaction times would be the better indicator o f learning than accuracy. As stated earlier,
Ashcraft and Kirk (1998) illustrated that all three math anxiety groups performed equally
well on the first three lines o f the WRAT. Even though there is a two-step process
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involved in solving the modular arithmetic problems, each o f the two-steps involves a
task that would fall within the first three lines of the WRAT.
Because learning was indexed by reaction time, we compared the differences in
reaction times with percent correct. This comparison is important because of the
previously found speed accuracy trade-off (Ashcraft and Faust, 1994; Faust, et ah, 1996).
The results o f the current experiment indicate that the participants were not showing
evidence o f a speed accuracy trade-off. Since there was no evidence o f a speed accuracy
trade-off, the reaction time data can be used as an indication o f learning. Had there been
evidence o f a speed accuracy trade-off, the reaction times o f the participants would be
indicative o f the participants trying to get through the experiment quickly and not
indicative o f their learning.
Another prediction o f this experiment was that the high demand modular arithmetic
problems would be more difficult for the high math anxious people than for the low math
anxious people. This is because o f the competition for working memory resources or
because o f varying skill levels o f the different math anxiety groups. I also compared the
math anxiety groups in terms o f their performance on the different levels o f difficulty of
the modular arithmetic problems. I expected that the high math anxious group would
perform equally (in terms of accuracy) to the low math anxious group on the low demand
problems. In contrast I predicted that the low math anxious group would perform at a
higher level than the high math anxious group on the high demand problems (in terms of
accuracy). It was predicted that the higher the level of math anxiety the slower the
reaction times will be on both the low and high demand problems.
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CHAPTER 2

METHOD
Participants
The participants were drawn from the subject pool at UNLV. There were 45
participants, 15 each at the low, medium, and high math anxiety groups. In order to
achieve this goal in an efficient manner, students from Psychology courses were given
the sMARS in class and a follow-up experiment was done using only the participants that
had scores that put them into the high, medium, or low math anxiety groups. The sessions
lasted approximately one hour.
Instruments
The first instrument was a demographic sheet that asked questions about the
participant’s age, ethnic background, gender, and rank in college. The demographic sheet
also asked questions about the participant’s math background. The math background
questions asked participants how many math classes they took in high school and college
and also asked what their average grade was in those courses.
In this experiment I also used the sMARS as described earlier. This tool was used to
categorize the participants into the high, medium, or low math anxiety group. High math
anxiety has been defined as being one standard deviation above the mean (Ashcraft, &
Kirk, 2001). To fall in the medium math anxious range a person must have a score that
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places them between -.5 and +.5 standard deviations around the mean. A person with low
math anxiety obtains a score that is at or below one standard deviation below the mean.
Previous research has found the grand mean on the sMARS to be 36 with a standard
deviation of 16 (Ashcraft, et a l, 2007).
In the current experiment, another task performed by participants involved generating
a list of animal names. Rosen and Engle (1997) did an experiment in which they
prescreened participants based on their scores on the operation span task (a well known
working memory span task. Turner & Engle 1989). The participants that were asked to
return, to complete the remainder o f the experimental tasks, earned scores on the
operation span task that placed them into either the upper quartile o f the participants
scores or the lower quartile. The participants in the upper quartile were classified as
“high span” while the people in the lower quartile were classified as “low span”. One of
the tasks that the returning participants completed was a task that involved retrieving the
names of animals from memory. The results of Turner and Engle’s (1989) experiment
indicated that people in the “high span” group were able to retrieve more animal names
from memory than people in the “low span” group. This indicates that the number of
animals that the participant could name was strongly related to their working memory
capacity.
In the current experiment, the naming animals task was used to indicate the
participant’s working memory capacity. In this task, the participants were told that they
were going to list as many items in a category as they could across three minutes. Three
columns were placed on a sheet of paper and the participants were told to continue their
list on the next column at the end of each minute. When the participant indicated that
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they understood the instructions, they were told that they could start writing immediately
after they were told the name of the category. The name of the category was always
animals. The experimenter told them at the end of each minute to continue their list on
the next column. This was done in order to determine how many animal names had been
listed during each minute.
The final tool that was used was a series of the same type o f problems (modular
arithmetic) that were used in the Beilock et. al (2004) article. The instructions given to
the participants were as follows: “/« this task you w ill be shown a series o f m odular
arithm etic problem s. P lease answ er true or fa lse to these problem s. P lease answ er as
quickly an d accu rately as possible. When you see the "READY" p ro m p t p r e ss the m iddle
button on the box to see the next problem . P lease notify the experim enter when you have
fin ish ed this task. P ress the m iddle button when yo u are rea d y to begin.'" These

instructions were written such that the participants would not thinlc that the experiment
was focusing on either speed or accuracy.
There were nine blocks o f trials in addition to a session in which the task was taught
to the participants. Since one of the purposes of this experiment was to test the effect of
math anxiety on learning novel math facts, many of the problems (16) were repeated
from block to block. In order to determine if the people were learning the task as well as
learning the facts, several (8) were novel to each block of trials. This resulted in a total of
24 stimuli per block.
There were four types of problems in each block o f trials. The four types were: low
demand problems that did not involve borrowing (6 = 3 (mod 3)), low demand problems
that did involve borrowing (14 = 6 (mod 4)), high demand problems that did not involve
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borrowing (68 = 14 (mod 6)), and high demand problems that did involve borrowing (63
= 15 (mod 7)). In other words there was a 2 X 2 X 2 manipulation o f demand (low and
high), borrowing (borrowing and no borrowing), and stimulus repetition (repeated and
unique). In this experiment the boundaries o f demand were slightly different than in
Beilock et. al (2004). In this experiment low demand problems consisted o f the
subtrahend being a single digit number while the high demand problems consisted o f a
double digit subtrahend and minuend. The problems that were repeated from block to
block consisted of four o f each type o f problem in the 2 X 2 manipulation (high demand
borrowing, low demand borrowing, high demand no borrowing, and low demand no
borrowing), half o f which had the correct answer as true and half were false. The novel
trials in each block consisted o f two o f each type o f problem in the 2 X 2 manipulation
(high demand borrowing, low demand borrowing, high demand no borrowing, and low
demand no borrowing). The goal o f each trial was to answer true or false to the problem.
When working on the modular arithmetic problems the participants received feedback
on each o f their answers. After each correct answer the screen presented the message:
Correct! The correct answer is (the correct answer). The correct answer was presented
on a screen in which the background color was white. After each incorrect answer the
message: Incorrect The correct answer is (correct answer) was presented on the screen
with a red background.
Procedure
The participants were tested in groups for the sMARS and demographic sheet. If the
participant was categorized as low, medium or high math anxious they were emailed and
asked to participate in the remaining tasks o f the experiment. Participants were then
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tested one at a time. The participant began by filling out another consent form, and then
were given the animal naming task. Participants were then introduced to the modular
arithmetic task in a paper-pencil format. The nine blocks of trials of the modular
arithmetic task were done on the computer using E-prime software. The participants
responded using the response box that was provided by E-Prime with keys that are
labeled true and false.
Predictions
The current experiment had several hypotheses. The first hypothesis was that low
math anxious people would learn the basic modular arithmetic facts more quickly (in
terms o f a math anxiety by block o f trials interaction for the reaction times o f the repeated
problems) than the high math anxious people. Another hypothesis was that the high math
anxious people would be slower to learn the modular arithmetic procedure than their low
math anxious counterparts (in terms of reaction times). A third hypothesis for this
experiment was that the high demand problems would be more difficult for the high math
anxious people than the low anxious people but the groups would do equally well on the
low demand problems (in terms o f accuracy), in other words a math anxiety by demand
interaction.
Analytic Procedures
Statistical analysis began with a factorial analysis o f variance (ANOVA). The
within-subject factors were: Borrowing (borrowing, no borrowing), difficulty (high
demand, low demand), exposure (repeated trials, novel trials), answer (true, false), and
blocks o f trials (first, second, and third blocks), while the between-subjects factor was
math anxiety (low, medium, and high). In essence, this experiment had a 2 (stimulus
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repetition) x 2 (demand) x 2 (borrowing) x 2 (validity) x 3 (math anxiety) x 9 (blocks of
trials) factorial design. A full analysis o f the factorial was done, as well as separate
breakdown analyses for significant components o f this factorial (ex. the math anxiety x
difficulty interaction) in order to test the previously stated hypotheses.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS
Modular Arithmetic Problems
Due to the complex design o f this experiment it makes sense to go over the some of
the details of the format o f this experiment again for clarification purposes. The design is
a 2 x 4 x 3 x 9 mixed model factorial. Originally this model was much larger (2 x 2 x 2 x
2 x 3 x 9 ) . The original within subjects factors were stimulus repetition, demand, borrow,
stimulus validity (true/false), and block o f trials. There was one between subjects
variable, math anxiety. Initial analyses revealed that the stimulus validity factor was
present in many higher order interactions. These higher order interactions were often
very complex and seemed to be obscuring meaningful patterns in the results. To avoid
this, I decided to analyze the true and false problems separately. One further change in
the original plan for the data analysis was adopted as well. In the original factorial there
were significant main and interaction effects o f demand and borrow (e.g., for this twoway interaction, F (1, 42) = 4.88,/? = .033, rjp^- .104), both o f which manipulate the
difficulty o f the problems. The two-way interaction clearly indicated four distinct levels
of difficulty, as shown in Figure 1. In the original analyses each o f these variables was
found in many interactions, both individually and together. In order to avoid confusion
and to gain a better understanding of this data set, it was decided to change from
analyzing two two-level variables (demand and borrow) to one four level variable to be
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referred to as problem difficulty. The four levels are labeled one through four, where
level one problems are the easiest problems and level four problems are the most difficult
problems. The borrow by demand interaction, discussed above, was used to determine
the four levels of difficulty. In the interaction it was found that the low demand low
borrow problems were finished the quickest followed by the low demand borrow
problems. After that it was found that the high demand no borrow problems were
finished quicker than the high demand borrow problems. This information was used to
categorize the difficulty variable. The low demand no borrow were classified as level
one on the difficulty factor, while low demand borrow, high demand no borrow and high
demand borrow were classified as levels two, three, and four, respectively.
Each o f the within subjects factors manipulated the problems in a different way. For
the stimulus repetition factor, there were two types o f problems, those that were repeated
in each block o f trials and those that were unique, appearing only in one block of trials
throughout the entire experiment. In each o f the nine blocks o f trials, sixteen of the
problems were repeated across all blocks o f trials while eight problems were unique to
that block o f trials.
O f the twenty-four total problems in each of the nine blocks, half were high demand
while the other half were low demand, half involved an imbedded borrow operation while
half did not involve the borrow operation, and half of the problems had a correct answer
of true while the other half had a correct answer of false. The demand variable was
manipulated by changing the size of the digits in each operand; that is that the problem
was high demand if the minuend was higher than twenty and the problem was low
demand if the minuend was less than twenty. In a modular arithmetic problem (for
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example 5 = 2 (mod 3)) the first number (in the example, 5) is the minuend. In the given
example the problem would be low demand because the minuend is less than twenty.
While it is important to understand all o f the different manipulations that were embedded
in the modular arithmetic problems, it is important to remember that the demand and
borrow variables were combined to form the difficulty variable and that there was a
separate analysis done for the true and false problems.
In order to indicate learning, percentage improvements across blocks o f trials were
calculated. This calculation consisted o f first subtracting the reaction time in the ninth
block of trials from the reaction time in the first block o f trials. Then this difference was
divided by the reaction time in the first block o f trials. This number was then multiplied
by 100 in order to indicate a percentage. This indicates the percentage of improvement
from the first block of trials to the last. This calculation was used in a variety o f the
interactions that will be discussed later.
In this experiment both the reaction times and the error rates of the participants were
analyzed. The following section will discuss the results obtained by analyzing the
problems in which the correct answer was true. Within the true problems I will first
discuss the reaction times and then the error rates. After that I will discuss the results
from analyzing the problems in which the correct answer was false.
Within the reaction time and error rate data, there was no evidence that would support
that participants were illustrating a speed-accuracy trade-off. Throughout all of the data,
in each situation in which there was an increase in reaction time, it was accompanied by
either a significant increase in error rate or a non-significant in difference in error rate
among the math anxiety groups. Throughout all o f the data, there was not one instance in
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which an increase an increasing reaction time effect was accompanied by a decrease in
the error rate. In fact, as indicated in the following paragraphs, people with higher levels
of math anxiety exhibited longer reaction times when solving the modular arithmetic
problems even though there was not a significant main effect o f math anxiety among the
error rate data (F(2, 42) = .912, p = .460). Since there are no instances o f a speedaccuracy trade-off in the data, the possibility of a speed-accuracy trade-off does not
compromise the interpretation o f any o f the results.
True Problems
Reaction Time D ata

Before the data were analyzed, the reaction time (RT) data had the outliers and errors
filtered out. If a score fell above or below 2.5 standard deviations from the mean (that is,
the mean reaction time for each subject across all conditions and blocks o f trials) the
reaction time was considered an extreme score and was filtered out. If the problem was
answered incorrectly, the reaction time was also filtered out. After this filtration process,
averages within each math anxiety group for each condition were used to replace missing
observations (there were 313 cells that were filled in with these averages, which was
4.8% of the total number of cells). Analysis of the reaction time data began after all
missing observations were replaced.
In this section I will first discuss the within subjects variables and then will move on
to the between subjects variable, math anxiety. As I discussed earlier “The first
hypothesis is that low math anxious people will learn the basic modular arithmetic facts
more quickly than the high math anxious people. Another hypothesis is that the high
math anxious people will be slower to learn the modular arithmetic procedure than their
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low math anxious counterparts (in terms o f reaction times).” These hypotheses require
that there is a type o f manipulation that differentiates the modular arithmetic facts from
the modular arithmetic problems that test whether the subjects understand the procedure.
To do this I used the stimulus repetition manipulation. The modular arithmetic facts
(from the first hypothesis) were presented to participants nine times throughout the
course o f the experiment (one time in each block). The procedure (from hypothesis two)
was tested using problems that were shown only once throughout the entire experiment.
Thus, the critical distinction here between learning the facts and learning the procedure
depends on examining performance on the repeated problems (facts) versus the unique
problems (procedure).
In addition to these hypotheses, it was o f interest to compare the repeated problems to
the unique problems. It was hypothesized that the students would have quicker reaction
times to the repeated problems than to the unique problems. The results of this
experiment indicate that the reaction times were significantly quicker for the repeated
problems (4869 ms) than for the unique (5099 ms), F (I, 42) = 21.78,/» = 0.00, r]p^ =
.154, see Figure 2.
In the analysis there was a significant main effect o f stimulus difficulty, F(3, 126) =
215.514,/» = 0.000, rjp^ = .837. As shown in Figure 3, it is evident that the reaction times
became longer, in a nearly linear fashion, as the level o f difficulty increased. The
reaction times for levels one (low demand no borrow), two (low demand borrow), three
(high demand no borrow), and four (high demand borrow) were I9 8 I, 3522, 6142, and
8291 ms, respectively. This result indicates that as problem difficulty increased, so did
the time it took to solve the problem.
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The stimulus repetition and difficulty factors also interacted significantly, F(3, 126) =
6.492, p = 0.000, rjp^= A 34, see Figure 4. In this interaction it appears that both the
repeated and unique problems increase in reaction times as the difficulty o f the problem
increases. In this interaction it is also evident that the unique problems are done more
slowly than the repeated problems at all difficulty levels, except for difficulty level 4
(high demand borrow). This result seems counterintuitive. One would think that at the
highest level o f difficulty the problems that had been repeated nine times would be done
more quickly than the problems that had never been seen before by the participants. The
data indicates that this is not the case. It would make sense that as problem difficulty
increased, people would be more likely to retrieve the answers from memory instead of
recalculating the answer to the problem. This is evident in the interaction involving
block o f trials, stimulus repetition, and problem difficulty, which we will discuss later.
The main effect of block o f trials also reached significance, F(8, 336) = 11.839,/» 0.000, rjp^ = .220. In this main effect (see Figure 5) it is clear that the reaction times drop
in a fairly linear fashion from block one through block six. The reaction time seems to
increase slightly from block six to seven; this increase does not appear to be significant,
however. This slight increase may have been due to the short break in between blocks
six and seven. Then there seems to be a significant drop in reaction time from block
seven through blocks eight and nine. The block o f trials variable also interacted
significantly with several of the modular arithmetic problem manipulations.
One o f the interactions that involved the block o f trials factor that reached
significance was the block of trials by stimulus repetition interaction, F(8, 336) - 7.102,/»
= 0.000, rjp^ = .145 (see Figure 6). For the repeated problems the reaction times seem to
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decrease from block one to block six in a nearly linear fashion. Blocks six through nine
seem to have fairly similar reaction times. It appears that after five blocks o f repeated
exposure to the problems, the participants are able to retrieve the answers from memory
instead of calculating the answer to the problem, and show no further improvement to
speak of. The non repeated problems also decreased from the first block o f trials to the
last, but not nearly as regularly as the repeated problems. It is also interesting to note that
the repeated problems had longer reaction times in block one (5943 ms) than the non
repeated problems (5205 ms). After looking more closely at the data it is evident that the
mean reaction time o f the repeated problems does not fall in the 95% confidence interval
for the unique problems (4566 to 5844 ms). Also, the mean reaction time for the unique
problems does not fall in the 95% confidence interval for the repeated problems (5250 to
6636 ms). This indicates that the two reaction times are significantly different. This may
be due to the fact that there were twice as many repeated problems as there were unique
problems in the first block of trials which resulted in the repeated problems being a more
representative sample of the participant ability in the first block o f trials than the unique
problems (or a more stable mean reaction time). It appears that the block o f trials factor
had a bigger effect on the repeated problems than the unique problems, which is
illustrated by the steeper decline o f reaction times in the repeated problems than in the
unique problems. Because the reaction times sped up at a quicker rate in the repeated
problems than in the unique problems, it appears that participants are learning the “basic
facts” (repeated problems) of the modular arithmetic problems at a quicker rate than they
are learning the procedure (unique problems). However, since there is a decrease in
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reaction time across trials for the unique problems, it does appear that the participants are
learning the procedure as well, just at a slower rate than the “basic facts”.
The block factor interacted significantly with the difficulty factor, F(24, 1008) =
3.391,/) = 0.000, r}p^ = .075. This interaction illustrates that for the easiest problems
(level 1) there seems to be only a slight speeding up o f reaction time across the blocks of
trials, 20% improvement from block one to block nine (Figure 7). This may be due to the
fact that the problems were so simple that they were performed so rapidly from the
beginning that there was no room for improvement. For the level 2 difficulty problems
there is evidence for some quickening (35%) of reaction time from block 1 (4235 ms) to
block 9 (2768 ms). For the difficulty level 3 problems there was a nearly identical
decrease in reaction time (35%) from block 1 (7334 ms) to block 9 (4732 ms) when
compared to the reaction times for the difficulty level two problems. For the highest
level of difficulty (level four), there did not seem to be a large decrease in reaction time
from block 1 (8371 ms) to block 9 (7905 ms). There was only a 6% decrease in reaction
time from block one to block nine in the problems with the highest level o f difficulty.
This may illustrate that repeated exposure to a type of problem can facilitate performance
up to a certain level of difficulty after which repeated exposure begins to have less o f an
effect on performance.
The block o f trials variable also had a significant three-way interaction with the
stimulus repetition and difficulty variables, F(24, 1008) = 3.35 , p = 0.000, rjp^ = .074. For
the repeated problems (see Figure 8a), the main effect o f difficulty is evident, such that as
the level o f difficulty gets higher the reaction time is higher in each block o f trials. It
appears that the source o f this interaction is in the unique problems. In the unique
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problems (see Figure 8b), there is little improvement (4%) in the level one problems
across the nine blocks o f trials. For the level two problems, there is some improvement
(33%) across the nine blocks of trials but there is considerably more variability in
reaction times across the blocks than there was in difficulty level one. In difficulty level
three there is more o f an improvement (34%) than in difficulty level two but there is
roughly the same amount of variability as in difficulty level two. In difficulty level four,
aside from block one, there seems to be little variability as well as very little
improvement (1.3%). In this interaction, it is evident that there was noticeably more
variability in the unique problems than in the repeated problems. This variability appears
to increase as the difficulty of the problems increases until difficulty level four. It is hard
to determine why the variability is not happening in the highest level o f difficult.
Because there are decreases in reaction times across the blocks o f trials for the repeated
problems and variability across trials for the unique problems, there is evidence that
people are learning the “basic facts” more so than the procedure and this difference in
learning becomes more and more apparent as the difficulty o f the problems increases.
Within the true problems, a significant main effect for the between-subjects variable,
math anxiety, was also found, F(2, 42) = 3.33,/» = .045, rfp^ = .137. In this main effect it
is clear that the low math anxious participants had the quickest average reaction times
(4032 ms) followed by the medium math anxious participants (5289 ms) which in turn
was followed by the high math anxious participants (5631 ms), as seen in Figure 9). It is
also clear that the difference between the low math anxious participants and the medium
math anxious participants was greater than the difference between the medium math
anxious participants and the high math anxious participants. Neither the medium nor the
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high math anxious groups mean reaction time fell within the 95% confidence interval o f
the low math anxiety group (2102 to 4963 ms). The medium and high math anxiety
groups’ mean reaction time fell within each other’s 95% confidence interval (4359 to
6220 and 4700 to 6561 ms for math anxiety groups two and three, respectively).
Math anxiety was also involved in several different interactions. One interaction that
involved math anxiety was the problem difficulty by math anxiety interaction, F(6, 126)
= 3.244,/7 = .005, rjp^=^ .134. In this interaction it is clear that the low math anxious
participants had quicker reaction times across all levels o f problem difficulty, see Figure
10). The difference between the low math anxious participants and other two math
anxiety groups increased as the level o f difficulty increased. In other words, the
difference in performance between the low math anxious participants and the other two
math anxiety groups became more and more evident as the difficulty o f the problems
increased. The medium and high math anxiety groups had roughly the same reaction
times for the level one difficulty problems (2097 and 2202 ms for the medium and high
math anxiety groups, respectively). For the level two and three problems the medium and
high math anxiety groups continued to have roughly the same reaction times. It was not
until the level four difficulty that the high math anxious participants started to answer the
problems more slowly than the medium math anxious participants (8447 ms and 9762 ms
for the medium and high math anxious participants, respectively). This interaction
indicates that the low math anxious participants perform better than the other two math
anxiety groups across all levels o f difficulty. This interaction also indicates that there is
not a noticeable difference in performance between the medium and high math anxiety
groups until the problems were at the highest level of difficulty. It is also important to
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note that at the highest difficulty level (level four) the low math anxious participants were
answering the modular arithmetic problems in roughly six seconds (6662 ms) while the
high math anxious participants were answering the problems in roughly ten seconds
(9762 ms). This illustrates that there was a large difference between the high math
anxious group and the low math anxious group when the problems were the most
difficult.
Another effect that involved math anxiety was its interaction with stimulus repetition,
problem difficulty, and block o f trials, F(48, 1008) = 1.538,/» = .012,

.068. The

best way to understand this interaction is to examine the math anxiety effects across
blocks separately for the eight repetition by difficulty conditions, as seen in figures 11a1 Ih. In this interaction both the main effects o f math anxiety and problem difficulty are
evident. When looking at all eight figures at the same time, it is apparent that there is
more variability for the unique problems than for the repeated problems. Furthermore,
for the unique problems variability across blocks also increases as math anxiety increases
and as problem difficulty increases. In other words, it is evident that within the unique
problems the variability increases more as the level o f difficulty increases. This
interaction also indicates that as the level o f difficulty increases the differences in
performance by the math anxiety groups becomes more evident, which was also evident
in the math anxiety by problem difficulty interaction. This is seen in both the repeated
and the unique problems.
Within the repeated problems, for the level one difficulty problems there appears to
be little improvement in any o f the math anxiety groups across the nine blocks of trials.
As stated earlier, Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) found that all three math anxiety groups
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perform equally well on basic math problems. This may be the reason all groups do well
on the level one difficulty problems. In this interaction, it is also evident that as the
difficulty level increases there becomes more and more o f a separation between the math
anxiety groups. Furthermore, as the level of difficulty increases the improvement in
reaction times across the blocks of trials becomes greater. In the highest level of
difficulty, it appears that the low math anxious are improving the most across the nine
blocks o f trials, followed by the medium math anxious participants and then finally the
high math anxious participants. For the unique problems there does not appear to be any
sort of improvement across the blocks of trials in any o f the difficulty levels for any of
the math anxiety groups.
To sum up, this interaction is evidence that supports the hypothesis that the
participants will show more improvements on problems that they see repeatedly than on
problems that they are seeing for the first time. This suggests that throughout the blocks
of trials, the participants are learning the “basic facts”; they are able to retrieve the
answer from memory and do not need to rely on computing the answer each time the
problem is presented to them.
Error R ates

An error constitutes any answer that is not the correct answer. Outliers are not
involved in this section o f analysis. Error rates (percentages) were computed for each
participant for each treatment condition, outliers excluded. For the repeated problems
there were two observations per condition, while there was only one observation per
condition for the unique problems. Many of the significant results that were found in the
error rate data were similar to the reaction time data.
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In terms of error rates, there was a significant main effect of stimulus repetition, F(l,
42) = 10.223,/» = .003,

= .196; error rates were lower for the repeated (5.8%)

problems than for the unique problems (8.6%), as seen in Figure 12. Considering that
the repeated problems were presented to the participants nine times across all blocks of
trials and the unique problems were only seen by the participants once, it is logical that
the participants would have lower error rates for the problems that they had seen
repeatedly than for the problems that they had only seen once. The figure illustrates that
the slope of the line for this main effect looks very similar to the slope o f the line for the
main effect o f stimulus repetition for the reaction time data. This indicates that the
results from the error rate data are consistent with the results from the reaction time data.
There was also a significant main effect of problem difficulty, F(3, 126) = 36.326,/» =
0.000, rjp^ = .464. This main effect (see Figure 13) is similar to the main effect for
problem difficulty in the reaction time in that there is an upward trend when going from
difficulty level one through difficulty level four. It does appear that this trend was more
linear for the reaction time data than for the error rate data. In this main effect it appears
that difficulty levels one (1.8%) and two (3.2%) are close together and difficulty levels
three (9.8%) and four (14%) are close together. Within the overall upward trend o f this
main effect, it appears that the largest increase in the slope o f the line is between
difficulty levels two and three. Recall that in between difficulty levels two and three is
when the problems go from being low demand (minuend less than twenty) to being high
demand (minuend larger than twenty). This implies that within the problem difficulty
main effect, it is the original demand manipulation that has a greater effect on the
difficulty o f the problem than the original borrowing manipulation. In this main effect.
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the difference in the error rates between the levels that are low demand (levels one and
two) is smaller than for the levels that are high demand (levels three and four). This may
indicate that the borrow manipulation had a larger effect on the high demand problems
than on the low demand problems.
Within the error rate data for the problems in which the correct answer was true, there
was also a significant main effect o f block o f trials, F(8, 336) = 2.499,/» = .012, .056.
While there appears to be an overall downward trend o f this main effect, the error rates
for each block o f trials seems to be extremely erratic, as seen in figure 14). It is
impossible to interpret the source o f anomaly, although it is worth noting that with the
exception o f block one, all error rates fell within the range o f 4.7% to 8.6%, which is
fairly low for such taxing problems.
The block of trials variable was involved in two significant interactions. The first one
was a problem difficulty by block o f trials interaction, F(24, 1008) - 1.579, p - .038, tjp^
= .036. As was the case for reaction times, in this interaction it is evident that for the
lowest level o f difficulty, level one, the error rates stay low (less than 5%) in all blocks of
trials and stay relatively similar in all blocks o f trials (an improvement o f 14% from
block one to block nine), as illustrated in Figure 15. This indicates that when the
problems are not difficult they tend to be performed at a high level in all blocks o f trials.
The level two problems seem to be similar to the level one problems in that they are done
at a high level, never going above a 6.1% error rate in any o f the blocks o f trials.
Although the error rates always stayed under 6.1%, there was an improvement from
block one to block nine of 60%. The level two problems do seem to have more
variability in the error rates across blocks than the level one problems. For the level three
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problems there is a large amount of variability across blocks, with error rates ranging
from 3.9% (block 5) to 14.4% (in blocks one and seven). Due to the variability between
the blocks of trials, it appears that practice (indicated by the block of trials variable) did
not seem to influence the difficulty level three problems. However, there was a 42%
improvement in their error rates on block one when compared to their error rates on block
nine. Practice did appear to influence the difficulty level four problems. There is a
definite downward trend from block one (22.8%) to block eight (9.4%). There did seem
to be an unpredicted increase in error rate in block nine (16.7%). This yielded a 27%
improvement when comparing error rates in block one and block nine In this interaction
the main effect of problem difficulty is apparent.
The block o f trials variable also had a significant interaction with the betweensubjects variable, math anxiety, F(I6, 336) = 2.954,/» = 0.000, r\p^=.\22). In this
interaction all of the math anxiety groups have a tremendous amount o f variability
between the blocks o f trials (see Figure 16). Due to the large amount of variability it is
not possible to find any meaningful results in this interaction.
False Problems
Reaction Times

For the false problems, all o f the main effects were significant. There was a main
effect for stimulus repetition, F(I, 42) = 15.642, p = 0.000, r\p^ =.271. In this main effect,
it was found that the repeated problems (5260 ms) were solved significantly faster than
the unique problems (5595 ms), as seen in Figure 17. This illustrates that participants
solved the problems that were presented to them nine times throughout the course of the
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experiment faster than the problems that were only presented to them once in the
experiment.
The main effect of problem difficulty was also found to be significant, F(3, 126) =
238.702,/) = 0.000, t]p^ =.850. This main effect is similar to the main effect for problem
difficulty when looking at the error rates for the true problems. Again, an upward trend is
found when going from the difficulty level one problems through the difficulty level four
problems (see Figure 18). This indicates that as the problems became more difficult it
took the participants longer to solve the problems. Like the main effect for reaction time
amongst the true problems, it appears that difficulty level one (2366 ms) and difficult
level two (3437 ms) are similar in terms of reaction times while difficulty levels three
(7234 ms) and four (8673 ms) are also similar in terms o f reaction times. It is also
evident that there is a large difference in terms of reaction times between levels two and
three. Again, between levels two and three is when the problems switch from low to high
demand. This indicates that within this main effect it was the demand manipulation that
had a larger effect on the reaction times of the problems than the borrowing
manipulation.
There was also an interaction between the stimulus repetition and the problem
difficulty variables, F(3, 126) = 5 .3 3 6 ,p = .002, rjp^ =.113. Within this interaction the
main effect o f problem difficulty is extremely evident, see Figure 19. For the repeated
problems, there was a slight increase in reaction times from difficulty level one (2341
ms) to difficulty level two (3039 ms). There was then a large increase in reaction time
from difficulty level two to difficulty level three (7302 ms). There was then a slight
increase from difficulty level three to difficulty level four (8356 ms). For the unique
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problems the largest increase in reaction time was between difficulty levels two and
three, but the increase in reaction time across the four difficulty levels was more linear
than that for the repeated problems. This interaction implies that the problem difficulty
variable had a larger effect on the unique problems than on the repeated problems. This
is evidence that the repeated problems were less vulnerable to the effects o f the problem
difficulty variable than the unique problems. In other words, the fact that the participants
had seen the problems before let them retrieve the answers from memory instead o f re
calculating the problems, despite the problems becoming more and more difficult.
The block of trials variable had a significant main effect, F(8, 336) = 20.541,/) =
0.000, rjp^ =.328. The answers to the modular arithmetic problems became quicker across
the blocks of trials, as seen in Figure 20. This indicates that practicing the problems
influenced the speed at which the participants answered the problems. The block o f trials
factor was also found to be involved in several significant interactions.
There was a significant block o f trials by stimulus repetition interaction, F(8, 336) =
3.735,/) = 0.000,

=.082. This interaction illustrates that the repeated problems

decreased in a nearly linear fashion across the nine blocks o f trials (see Figure 21). The
unique problems also decreased in reaction times across the nine blocks o f trials, but to a
much lesser extent than the repeated problems. The source o f this interaction appears to
be that there is more variability among the unique problems than among the repeated
problems.
Another interaction that reached significance involving the block o f trials variable
was the block by problem difficulty interaction, F(24, 1008) = 3.916,/) = 0.000 rjp^ =.085.
In this interaction the main effect o f problem difficulty is evident (see Figure 22). It is
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interesting that difficulty levels one and two are close together as are difficulty levels
three and four. While the figure appears to be illustrating that difficulty levels three and
four are decreasing, in terms o f reaction times, across the blocks o f trials more so than
difficulty levels one and two, this is not the case. In terms o f percentage o f improvement
across the blocks of trials difficulty level three decreases the most followed by level one,
level four and level two. This interaction will be talked about later in the discussion
section.
The between-subjects variable, math anxiety, also had a significant main effect, F (l,
42) = 4.019,p = .025, rjp^ = .\6\. This main effect indicates that as the more math anxious
a participant was the slower their reaction times were to the modular arithmetic problems,
as seen in Figure 23. It is also evident that there was a larger difference, in terms of
reaction time, between the low (4294 ms) and medium (5907 ms) math anxiety groups
than between the medium and the high (6082 ms) math anxiety groups. This is evidence
that lower levels o f math anxiety result in increased performance on the modular
arithmetic task. Math anxiety was also involved in several significant interactions.
One significant interaction that math anxiety was involved in was the math anxiety by
problem difficulty interaction, F(6, 126) = 4.657, p - 0.000, rjp^

182. In this interaction

both the main effects of math anxiety and problem difficulty are evident. The source of
this interaction was that the high math anxiety participants had similar reaction times to
the level one problems as the medium math anxiety group and then were actually quicker
at the level two problems (as seen in Figure 24). For the level three and four problems,
however, the high math anxiety subjects began to show the effects o f problem difficulty
and had slower reaction times than the medium math anxiety group. This interaction
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further illustrates that the medium and high math anxiety groups are similar to each other
while the low math anxiety group seems to separate itself in terms o f reaction time. As
was the case for the true problems, for the hardest problems (level four) the high math
anxious participants answered the modular arithmetic problems in ten seconds while the
low math anxious participants answered the problems in six seconds. This illustrated that
when the problems were hard the low math anxious participants performed at a much
higher level than the high math anxious participants.
Another interaction that math anxiety was involved in was the math anxiety by block
o f trials by problem difficulty interaction, F(48, 1008)= 1.371,/) = 0.05,

=.061. In

this interaction the main effect o f problem difficulty is evident, as seen in Figure 25a-25c.
The source o f this interaction appears to be that as math anxiety increases so does the
variability in the reaction times for the higher levels o f difficulty problems (levels three
and four). In other words, the people that had higher levels o f anxiety had more
variability in difficulty levels three and four. This indicates that as math anxiety
increases and problem difficulty increases participants decrease in their ability to perform
modular arithmetic problems.
Error R ates

While there were several significant findings, the error rates for the false problems
did not appear to add anything to the interpretation o f the overall data set, so only the
discrepant findings will be discussed. A significant main effect o f stimulus repetition
was found, F (l, 42) = 26.152,/) = 0.000,

=.384. This main effect illustrated that the

repeated problems had higher error rates than the unique problems, as seen in Figure 26.
This is the opposite of what was found for the true problems in both the reaction time and
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error rate data and for the false problems with the reaction time data. It appears that for
repeated problems, participants were likely to respond true. Evidently, the participants
were likely to respond true to problems that they recognized as seeing in previous blocks
of trials. A significant main effect for problem difficulty was also found, F(3, 126) =
25.425, p = 0.000, rjp^ =.377, see Figure 27. While difficulty levels one and two grouped
together as well as three and four grouping together (like in the rest of the data), it was
found that error rates in difficulty level three (11.9%) were higher than in difficulty level
four (8.8%), although this difference did not appear to be significant because both the
mean error rates for difficulty levels three and four fell within the other’s 95% confidence
interval (8.6 to 15.1% and 5.6 to 12.1% for levels three and four, respectively). There
was also a significant problem difficulty by stimulus repetition interaction, F(3, 126) =
20.302, p = 0.000, rjp^ =.326. The repeated problems appeared to have an upward trend
across the four levels of problem difficulty (see Figure 28). There was, however, a slight
decrease in error rates from difficulty level three (18.5%) to difficulty level four (13.2%).
For the unique problems, the error rates stayed at 5.2% or lower across all levels of
difficulty and were also fairly similar across all levels of difficulty. A downward trend
was found to be significant across the blocks of trials (in terms o f error rates), F(8, 336) =
7.902,/) = 0.000, rjp^ =.158. This indicates that participants became more accurate across
blocks o f trials (see Figure 29). There was also a significant difficulty by block o f trials
interaction, F(24, 1008) = 1.847,/) = .008 rjp^ =.042. This interaction illustrated the main
effect o f problem difficulty. Further analysis o f this interaction appears to illustrate that
difficulty levels one and two decreased more (in terms o f percentages) than levels three
and four, as seen in Figure 30. This indicates that even though the easier problems were
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completed at a higher level than the harder problems, the participants still seemed to
improve more on the easier problems as well. It is also interesting to note that the level
three problems were done at a higher error rate than the level four problems in all blocks
of trials except block four (where they both had 11.1% error rates).
Working Memory Task
The participants in this experiment were given the animal naming task. The purpose
of this tool was to determine if there were differences in working memory capacity for
the three math anxiety groups. Not only were there no significant differences between
the math anxiety groups across all three minutes o f the name an animal task [F(2, 44) =
.754,/) = .477)], but there were no significant differences between the math anxiety
groups at any o f the one minute intervals[F(2, 42) = .156,, p = .476, F(2, 44) = .875, j? =
.424, and F(2, 42) = .301,j? = .477] for minutes one, two and three, respectively] . These
results indicate that there were no differences between the math anxiety groups in terms
of working memory capacity that were observed in the current experiment. This is
consistent with Ashcraft and Kirk’s (2001) results, which showed that there was no
relationship between math anxiety and working memory when a verbal working memory
assessment was used.
The total number o f animals that were named across the three minutes was also used
as a covariate in an analysis o f covariance. The analysis o f covariance was done in order
to detect possible relations between working memory capacity and the modular
arithmetic task. The results of the analysis of covariance can be seen in Table 3. As in
Table 3, the analysis o f covariance seems to have removed some basic effects that have
been found repeatedly in previous research. Most notably, in the reaction time data the
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block o f trials main effect was no longer significant when working memory was used as a
covariate. This indicates that when controlling for working memory, the participants
were not benefiting from practice across trials. This seems illogical. The working
memory data was converted into squared roots in order to make the data more linear.
Even after the squared root transformation of the data, the main effect o f block of trials
(as well as other main effects and interactions that were significant before using working
memory as a covariate) was not significant. It seems that analysis o f covariance may not
be appropriate in the current experiment. One of the assumptions o f analysis of
covariance is that the covariate must have a linear relationship with the dependent
variable. Within this basic assumption of analysis of covariance is that there is
homogeneity in the regression across all treatment conditions. This assumption is not
met in this experiment. In the current experiment one of the manipulations was problem
difficulty. Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) illustrated that as problem difficulty increased so did
the amount of working memory resources that were required to solve the problem. In the
current experiment the covariate is working memory capacity. Since the covariate,
working memory, is influencing the difficult problems more than the unique problems, it
can be assumed that there is not homogeneity across the conditions o f problem difficulty.
Therefore, it is not appropriate to use analysis of covariance in the current experiment.
Participants
Using a one-way ANOVA, no significant differences were found between the math
anxiety groups in terms of age or class rank (see Table 1). Interestingly, there were also
no differences between math anxiety groups in terms o f the number o f math courses
taken in high school or college. This lack o f a significant difference, for the number of
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high school math courses taken, is most likely due to all participants only taking the high
school requirements for math classes. Also, considering that in the majority of
participants were sophomores, the participants had not taken enough college classes in
order for differences to become evident. If the students were asked at the end of their
academic careers about the number of math courses that were taken, differences might
become more evident.
The results o f the one-way ANOVA indicated that the differences between the math
anxiety groups just missed significance for average grade in high school and college math
classes(F(2, 42)= 2 .9 3 ,p = .064 and F(2, 42) = 3.176,/» = .052 for high school and
college classes, respectively). These main effects showed that low math anxious
participants bordered on having higher grades than the medium and high math anxious
participants. As expected there were differences found in the number o f different types
of math studied, self-rated math anxiety, self-rated math enjoyment and their scores on
the sMARS (participants were grouped based on their scores on this seal
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION
Hypotheses of the Current Experiment
Several hypotheses were tested in this experiment. The first hypothesis was that low
math anxious participants would learn the “basic facts” o f modular arithmetic at a faster
rate than participants with higher levels of math anxiety. In order to test this first
hypothesis, separate analyses were done for the repeated and unique problems. There
was no significant block by math anxiety interaction (among the true, repeated problems).
These interactions indicate that there were no differences in learning the repeated (basic
facts) modular arithmetic problems between the math anxiety groups. However,
differences were found for the unique, true problems, F(8, 16) = 3.795,/» = .047 (see
Figure 31). This interaction indicates that the reaction times for the low math anxious
participants decreased across blocks of trials while the medium and high math anxious
participants had erratic reaction times across blocks of trials. This supports the second
hypothesis; that high math anxious people will be slower to learn the modular arithmetic
procedure (unique problems) than the low math anxious participants. This indicates that
when the task involves calculating the problem the low math anxious group decreased in
the amount o f time it took them to calculate the modular arithmetic problems while
people with high and medium math anxious participants did not decrease in reaction time
across the blocks o f trials
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The third hypothesis was, essentially, that as problem difficulty increased the
differences in performance between the math anxiety groups would increase as well.
This hypothesis assumed that as the problems increased in difficulty they would require
more working memory resources. Although error rates were expected to show this effect
most clearly, it was actually the interaction o f math anxiety by problem difficulty on
reaction time that showed this effect. Within the reaction time data (both true and false),
it is evident that the differences between the math anxiety groups increased as the level of
difficulty increased. Interestingly, the medium and high math anxiety groups were
similar up until the highest level of difficulty. And at the highest level o f difficulty the
high math anxious participants started answering noticeably more slowly than the
medium math anxious participants. This is similar to Ashcraft and Kirk’s (2001) results.
In their experiment they found that it was not until the situation was consuming the
highest amount of working memory resources that the high math anxious participants
started performing significantly worse than the rest o f the participants. The same
scenario happened in the current experiment. The high math anxious participants were at
the biggest disadvantage when the problems were at the highest level o f difficulty, which
presumably consumes a large amount o f working memory resources. This evidence
supports the third hypothesis of this experiment.
Additional Findings
Learning M odular A rithm etic

Within all o f the data (error rate and reaction time) it was found that the subjects
improved across blocks o f trials. This indicates that the more the participants were
exposed to modular arithmetic, the better they performed. This also indicates that when
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learning a novel math task, it is important to practice in order to become more skilled at
the task. In terms of problem difficulty, for the false problems, the participants improved
more on difficulty levels one (51%) and three (57%) than they did on levels two (33%)
and four (33%), across the nine blocks o f trials. Remember that the level two and the
level four problems involved the borrowing operation. Therefore, participants were not
able to improve as much on the problems that involved the borrowing as the problems
that did not involve the borrowing operation. This indicates that while the demand
manipulation was grouping the participants’ performance in terms o f reaction time, the
borrowing manipulation was grouping the participants’ performance in terms of how
much they would improve across blocks of trials. It appears that the extra task (the
borrowing operation) made it more difficult for the participants to improve their
performance on the modular arithmetic problems. In other words, the subtraction
operation of borrowing improves rather slowly for a given amount o f practice, even for
college students.
Specific Types o f Modular Arithmetic Problems Learned
There were two types of problems that were involved in this experiment, problems
that were shown repeatedly across blocks o f trials and problems that were unique in each
block of problems. Both the repeated problems and the unique problems tested whether
or not the participants were learning the procedure (concept) o f modular arithmetic, while
just the repeated problems were testing to see if the participants were able to memorize
the facts and then retrieve the answer from memory. In essence, the difference between
the repeated problems and the unique problems is that while both the repeated and unique
problems determine whether or not the participants are learning the concept of modular
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arithmetic, the repeated problems also determine if the participants can have the ability to
put modular arithmetic problems into rote memory and then be able to retrieve the
answers to the problems Any differences in performance on the repeated problems and
the unique problems demonstrate that the participants were learning the “basic facts” of
this experiment at a different rate than the procedure o f modular arithmetic.
To identify the differences in the way the unique and repeated problems were learned,
I looked at the interactions across the blocks o f trials. There was no significance in terms
of error rates, but significance was found in both the true and false data in terms of
reaction time. Interestingly, for both the true and false data, the repeated and unique
problems were similar across the blocks of trials until the sixth block o f trials. It appears
that the participants were able to retrieve the answer from memory instead of
recalculating the answer after the problem had been presented to them five times. In
other words, the separation between learning the procedure o f modular arithmetic and
remembering the answers to the basic facts o f modular arithmetic began to appear during
the sixth block o f trials. These results indicate that the participants were able to learn the
problems that involved rote memorization at a quicker rate than the problems that
involved knowing the process of modular arithmetic at a conceptual level.
Superior performance for the repeated problems over the unique problems across
blocks o f trials is consistent with several existing theories that were derived from past
research (Ashcraft, 1982; Atkinson and Juola, 1973). For example, Ashcraft (1982)
found that as children are learning addition they initially are calculating the problems
every time that they are exposed to them. After repeated exposure, the children are
retrieving the answers from memory instead o f doing the calculations. It appears that this
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pattern was also found in the current experiment. Adults seem to be calculating modular
arithmetic problems when they are first exposed to them, but then begin to retrieve the
answers from memory after they had been repeatedly exposed to the problems. Problems
shown only once, however, still needed to be calculated.
Differences Among the Math Anxiety Groups
Past research has found that when math problems are not difficult all math anxiety
groups perform equally (Ashcraft & Kirk, 1998). Ashcraft and Kirk (1998) found that all
participants performed equally well on the first three lines o f the WRAT, regardless of
math anxiety level, that is, on fairly simple, whole-number arithmetic problems.
Although modular arithmetic involves two-steps in order to obtain the answer, each of the
two steps involved problems that would have been included in the first three lines of the
WRAT. The fact that the math anxiety groups in the current experiment did not differ
significantly in terms o f error rates is in agreement with Ashcraft and Kirk’s (1998)
results. However, in the current experiment, the math anxiety groups did differ in terms
of reaction time. Since Ashcraft and Kirk (1998) used a paper and pencil version o f the
WRAT they were not able to look at differences between the math anxiety groups in
terms of reaction time. The fact that the participants in the current experiment did not
differ in terms of error rates but did differ in terms o f reaction time suggests that had
Ashcraft and Kirk (1998) measured reaction time, they would have found differences
between the math anxiety groups. While Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) found that there were
differences in reaction time between the math anxiety groups, the task in that experiment
involved a dual task paradigm so, inherently, should be different from when the
participants were working only on a math task.
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It appears that the current experiment is the first experiment to study the effect of
math anxiety on learning a novel math task. Unfortunately, the results o f the analyses
present a somewhat mixed view o f this effect. It was assumed that there would be a
difference between the math anxiety groups across the blocks o f trials. After graphing
this interaction amongst the true reaction time data, it appeared that this, otherwise not
significant, interaction would be significant if the medium math anxious group was
removed from the analysis. In this interaction, it appeared the variability in the medium
math anxiety group was responsible for diluting the significance o f this interaction.
Therefore, to obtain a clearer picture o f the effect o f math anxiety on learning a novel
math task, an analysis was done when discarding the middle math anxiety group. This
was done so that we can make direct comparisons o f math anxious people with non math
anxious people. Within the true reaction time data for the repeated problems a math
anxiety by block o f trials interaction was significant, F(8, 224) = 1.997,/? = .048 (Figure
32). In this interaction I only tested the extreme groups (high versus low math anxiety
groups) in order to obtain a clearer picture o f the effect o f math anxiety on learning a
novel math task. This interaction indicates that the low math anxious participants
answered the problems more quickly than the high math anxious participants in each
block o f trials. More interestingly, in the eighth block o f trials the high math anxious
participants performed the problems in 4618 ms, while in the first block o f trials the low
math anxious participants answered the problems in 4773 ms. It appears that in the
eighth block o f trials the high math anxious participants were performing at
approximately the same level as the low math anxious participants in their initial block of
trials. This illustrates that if the high math anxious people are exposed to the problems
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eight times that they can perform as well as the low math anxious participants when they
are initially learning the task. Although this same interaction was not significant for the
true, repeated problems among the error rate data, it is of interest to know that the error
rates for the high math anxious people in the eighth block of trials (7.5%) was identical to
the error rate for the low math anxious people in the first block o f trials (7.5%). This
indicates that on the eighth block of trials the high math anxious people were completing
the task at the same level as the low math anxious participants on the first block o f trials.
This interaction also illustrates that while the low math anxious participants were only
improving by 28% from the first block of trials to the last, the high math anxious
participants were improving by 37%. This illustrates that the high math anxious
participants were benefiting more by continuous exposure to the repeated problems than
the low math anxious participants.

In the future, research should be done to see if there

is a point in practice in which the high and low math anxious participants perform equally
when exposed to the same number o f trials. In other words, since the high math anxious
participants are benefiting more from practice than the low math anxious participants,
there may be a point (after a large number of trials) in which math anxious and non math
anxious people perform equally on a novel math task.
Theories of Math Anxiety
Remember that there are two explanations for math anxiety. The first one is that
math anxious participants avoid math tasks because such tasks induce anxiety. Since
math anxious people are avoiding math they are becoming less practiced at math than
people that are not math anxious. In the current experiment, the one-way ANOVA
indicated that there were not differences between the groups in terms o f the number of
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math courses taken at the high school or college level. However, according to the
ANOVA there was a significant difference between the groups in terms o f number of
different types of math (ex; algebra, statistics, etc.), that they had been exposed to, F(2,
42) = 5.149,/? = .010, such that, the low math anxiety group had been exposed to more
types of math (4.2) than the medium and high math anxiety groups (2.93 and 2.87,
respectively). This is consistent with the results o f Hembree’s (1990) metanalysis.
While the low math anxiety group had been exposed to more different types o f math, the
type of math that was done in the current experiment is extremely basic, therefore more
exposure to more types o f math for the low math anxious group should not have given
them any advantage over the medium or high math anxiety groups. This is illustrated by
the fact that in the current experiment all participants stated that they had never been
exposed to modular arithmetic prior to their participation. Therefore, this explanation for
math anxiety should (theoretically) be nullified.
The results o f this experiment indicate that it might not be the disparity in the amount
o f practice between math anxious and non math anxious participants that causes
differences in performance. This difference might be due to math anxious people needing
practice at a task to perform as well as non math anxious people that have not practiced
the task (Figure 32). Notice that with repeated practice the high math anxious
participants perform equally to the low math anxious participants when they are first
exposed to the task. This implies that it is not that people who are math anxious perform
worse than non math anxious people because they are less practiced at math; instead, it
may be that high math anxious people require more practice at the particular task to
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perform at an equal level to the non math anxious people. This indicates that the first
explanation o f math anxiety may need some restructuring.
Consider the findings regarding the two main hypotheses o f the current experiment.
The fact that low math anxious people did not learn the “basic facts” o f the experiment
faster than the medium and high math anxious participants but the low math anxious
participants did learn the procedure o f modular arithmetic faster than the medium and
high math anxious participants may have some implications for the avoidance
explanation o f math anxiety. One might consider that memorizing answers to repeated
problems requires a shallow level of processing, but understanding the procedure of the
task requires a deep level o f processing. With this in mind, repetition for the medium and
high math anxiety groups allows them to process the information shallowly, meaning that
they would only be able to recognize that they had seen the problem before and recite the
answer that they had seen before. However, for the low math anxious people, repetition
allows them to process the information at a deeper level, enabling them to calculate the
answers in an efficient manner.
Due to the results of the current experiment, it may be wise to revise the first
explanation for math anxiety. Since all participants were learning modular arithmetic for
the first time, these results could not be due to differing levels o f experience between the
math anxiety groups. Consider that, after practice, the high math anxiety group
performed at an equal level to the low math anxiety group, when they had not practiced.
Also consider that the results of this experiment imply that the low math anxiety group is
processing the task at a deeper level than the high math anxiety group. A better
explanation for math anxiety might be that high math anxious people require more
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practice in order to process a novel math task at a deep level, while low math anxious
people are able to process a novel math task at a deep level with little to no practice. This
current, changed, explanation hypothesizes that if the high math anxious participants
received practice prior to testing and the low math anxious participants did not, that there
would be no difference between the two groups in either learning the “basic facts” of this
experiment or learning the procedure o f modular arithmetic. This is because, after
practice the high math anxious will be processing the task deeply, or at the same level as
the low math anxious participants that had not practiced the task.
The other explanation for math anxiety involves working memory resources.
Remember, working memory has a finite amount o f resources. If the task(s) that are
being worked on consume more resources than are available in working memory,
cognitive deficits may occur. This explanation also states that math anxiety also
consumes working memory resources. The more math anxious a person is, the more
resources are consumed by the anxiety. When working on a math task, the math task and
the anxiety associated with math anxiety compete for working memory resources. This
competition may consume all o f the resources in working memory which will result in
cognitive deficits. In the case of the current experiment, cognitive deficits would mean
that the participants would have longer reaction times and increases in error rates.
Within the level o f difficulty manipulation, it was assumed that the harder that the
problems were, the more working memory resources the problem would consume
(Seyler, et ah, 2003; Lefevre et ah, 2005). In both the true and false problems, and within
the reaction time and error rate data, a main effect for problem difficulty was always
found, such that as the problems became more difficult, the error rates became higher and
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the reaction times became longer. This illustrates that the more working memory
resources that were needed to solve the problem, the worse the participants performed.
Interestingly, in the reaction time data (both for true and false problems) there was a
significant math anxiety by problem difficulty interaction. Within these interactions the
low math anxiety group performed at a higher rate than the medium and high math
anxiety groups in all of the levels of difficulty. The medium and high math anxiety
groups performed similarly in the first three levels o f problem difficulty. On the highest
level of difficulty (level 4), the high math anxiety group performed worse, in terms of
reaction time, than the medium math anxiety group. This indicates that when the
problems began to consume a large amount of working memory resources, the high math
anxious participant exhausted all of their resources and therefore began to have longer
reaction times. In other words, when the task was at its hardest, the high math anxious
participants were at the biggest disadvantage. This is consistent with the data found in
Ashcraft and Kirk’s (2001) experiment. Ashcraft and Kirk (2001) found that when their
task relied heavily on working memory resources the high math anxious people were at
the biggest disadvantage. The current experiment gives more support for the working
memory explanation of math anxiety than for the avoidance theory of math anxiety.
In summary, no evidence was found to support the hypothesis that the low math
anxious participants would learn the “basic facts” more quickly than the medium or high
math anxiety groups. However, there was evidence for the second hypothesis; that the
low math anxious participants learned the procedure (unique problems) of modular
arithmetic at a quicker rate than the medium and high math anxious participants. This
may be evidence against the math avoidance hypothesis (or at least grounds for revising
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this explanation). One idea might be that the low math anxious participants are able to
process novel math tasks at a deep level when they are initially learning the task while the
high math anxious participants require practice before they are able to process the task at
a deep level.
In order to gain a better understanding o f the differences between the math anxiety
groups, in terms o f the way that they process math problems, future research might track
eye movements of people with various levels of math anxiety while working on a math
task. It is hypothesized that the differences between math anxious and non math anxious
people’s levels of processing will be found in their patterns of eye movements. In the
math anxiety by block o f trials interaction (see Figure 32) it was found that the high math
anxious people decreased in reaction time across blocks o f trials at a quicker rate than the
low math anxious participants. This interaction also illustrates that in the eighth block of
trials the high math anxious participants performed similarly to the low math anxious
participants in their initial block of trials. It seems that the low math anxious participants
were process the problems at a deep/conceptual level in their initial block of trials but it
took the high math anxious participants until their eighth block o f trials to process the
problems at a deep/conceptual level. Therefore, it is also hypothesized that the eye
movements o f the math anxious people will become more similar to the eye movements
of the non math anxious people after repeated exposure to the problems. This is because
the math anxious people will begin to process the problems at a deeper level the more
they practice the problems, while the non math anxious people are processing the
problems at a deep level from the beginning. It might be wise to start with one
component (subtraction or division) o f the modular arithmetic process and then move on
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to more complex types of problems. The current experiment also seems to support the
working memory explanation o f math anxiety more so than the avoidance explanation of
math anxiety.
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APPENDIX

TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1

The means and standard deviations o f the findings from the background information
sheet.

Variable
Gender (M/F)
Age
Number of H.S. math courses taken
H.S. math grade**
Number of college math courses taken
College math grade***
Rated math anxiety*
Rated math enjoyment*
# of math topics studied*
Ethnic Group % of total
African-American
Hispanic/Latino
Native American
Asian/Pacific Islander
Gaucasuan
Class Rank % of total
Freshman
Sophmore
Junior
Senior
SMARS*
STANDARD DEVIATION IN PARANTHESES
* indicates significance at the .01 level
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1 (n = 15)

Math Anxiety
Group
2 (n = 15)

6/9
22.00(5.46)
3.80(1.15)
3.43(1.05)
2.47(2.26)
3.14(1.04)
3.50(2.20)
6.87(2.56)
4.22(1.32)

9/6
20.73(3.01)
3.6(.63)
2.75(.77)
1.2(1.21)
1.92(1.58)
4.8(2.01)
4.07(2.31
2.93(1.10)

3 (n = 15)
5/10
21.53(4.49)
3.27(.70)

2.85(64)
1.87(1.19)
2.61(1.32)
7.87(1.36)
2.67(1.72)
2.87(1.41)
6.7

13.33
6.67
6.67
20
53.33

13.3
N/A
N/A
33.3
53.3

53.3

46.7
6.7
13.3
33.3
12.73(6.14)

46.7
33.3
13.3
6.7
36.13(4.36)

33.3
20
6.7
40
60.20(8.22)

33.3
N/A
6.7

indicates that p = .064
' indicates that p = .052
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Table 2

The /7-values for significant main effects and interactions in the data. These /i-values
include all three math anxiety groups.

True

Reaction
Time

Error Rate

Source

Significance

Significance

Repeat
Difficulty
Difficulty X Math Anxiety
Block

0.008

0.003

0.00

0.00

0.005

NS

0.00

Block X Math Anxiety

NS

0.012
0.00

Repeat X D ifficulty

0.00

NS

Repeat X Block

0.00

NS

Difficulty X Block

0.00

0.038

Repeat X D ifficulty X Block

0.00

NS

0.012

NS

Repeat

0.00

0.00

Difficulty

0.00

0.00

Difficulty X Math Anxiety

0.00

NS

Repeat X D ifficulty X Block X Math Anxiety
False

Block

0.00

0.00

0.002

0.00

Repeat X Block

0.00

NS

Difficulty X Block

0.00

0.008

Repeat X D ifficulty
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Table 3
The p-values for significant main effects and interactions from Table 2. These p-values
include all three math anxiety groups and correspond to the labeled covariates.

Covariance
Working Memory

True

Covariance
Sqr Root Working Memory

Reaction time

Error
Rate

Reaction Time

Error
Rate

Sig

Sig

Sig

Sig

Source
Repeat
Difficulty
Difficulty X Math Anxiety
Block
Block X Math Anxiety

NS
NS
NS
NS
0

NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
0

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
0.004

NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
0.004

0.014

NS

0.013

NS

NS
0.00
0.001
0.04
NS
NS
NS

0.05
0.014
NS
NS
0.012
NS
NS

NS
0.00
0.001
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
0.00
0.011
NS
NS
NS

Repeat X Difficulty
Repeat X Block
Difficulty X Block
Repeat X Difficulty X Block
Repeat X Difficulty X Block X Math
Anxiety

NS
0.00
0.01

False

Repeat
Difficulty
Difficulty X Math Anxiety
Block
Repeat X Difficulty
Repeat X Block
Difficulty X Block
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Full Factorial: B o rro w by D em and. 1= B orrow , 2 = No B O rrow
Borrow

9,000-

8 ,0 0 0 -

8

7 ,0 0 0 -

c
6 ,0 0 0 -

i
f.

5,000-

1S
o:

4,000-

0

3,000-

2 ,0 0 0 High

Low

Demand

Figure 1. Mean reaction time for the high and low demand problems separated by
whether or not the problems involved the borrow operation (1 = borrow, 2 = no borrow).
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True Problems: Stimulus Repetition

5 ,1 0 0 -

5,050-

.5

5,000-

I
J-

0 4,950-

4,900-

4,850U nique

R ep eated

Repeat

Mean reaction time for the repeated and unique problems among the problems
in which the correct answer was true.

Figure 2.
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True: Difficulty

10,0 0 0 -

8 ,0 0 0 -

,£

6 ,0 0 0 -

Ï

H
O

4,000-

I
2 ,0 0 0 -

0

-

1

3

2

4

Difficulty

Figure 3. Mean reaction time for each of the four levels of problem difficulty among the

problems in which the correct answer was true.
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True: Stimulus Repetition by Difficulty; 1 = Repeated, 2 = Unique
Repeat

8 ,0 0 0

-

g 6 ,0 0 0 -

c
O 4,000-

I
2 ,0 0 0 -

1

3

2

4

Difficulty

Figure 4. Mean reaction time for each of the four levels of problems difficulty separately

for the repeated and unique problems among the problems in which the correct answer
was true. 1 = repeated, 2 = unique.
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True: Block of Trials

5 ,5 0 0 -

O 5,250-

d>
C
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I

P

o

4 ,7 5 0 -

t)

I

,500-

,2 5 0 -

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Block

Figure 5. Mean reaction time for each block o f trials among the problems in which the

correct answer was true.
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True: Stimulus Repetition by Block of Trials
Repeat

6 ,0 0 0 -

5 ,5 0 0 -

C

gC

5,000-

I-

s
o

OC

4,5 0 0 -

4,0 0 0 1

2

3

4

5

8

7

8

9
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Figure 6. Mean reaction time for each block o f trials separately for the repeated and

unique problems among the problems in which the correct answer was true.
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True: Problem Difficulty by Block of Trials
Difficulty
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—

-
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3

8
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■■g
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8
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Figure 7. Mean reaction time for each of the nine blocks o f trials separately for each of

the levels o f problem difficulty amount the problems in which the correct answer was
true.
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True: Stimulus Repetition by Problem Difficulty by Block of Trials

Repeated P roblem s
Difficulty

12 ,0 0 0 -

—

10 ,0 0 0 -
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Ê
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7

8

9

True: Stimulus Repetition by Problem Difficulty by Block of Trials

U nique Problem s
Difficulty
8 ,0 0 0 3
4

%

I

C 6 ,0 0 0 -

E

H

O 4 ,0 0 0 -

2 ,0 0 0 -

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Block

Mean reaction time for the repeated and unique problems, separately for the
four levels o f difficulty in each of the nine blocks of trials among the problems in which
the correct answer was true.
Figure 8.
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True: Math Anxiety

5 7 0 0 .0 0 -

5 4 0 0 .0 0 -

c

5 1 0 0 .0 0 -

4 8 0 0 .0 0 C

o

■43
U
a

K

4 5 0 0 .0 0 -

4 2 0 0 .0 0 -
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M edium
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Level of Math Anxiety

Figure 9. Mean reaction time for the low, medium, and high math anxiety groups

amongst the problems in which the correct answer was true.
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True: Math Anxiety by Problem Difficulty
Math Anxiety
— Low
Medium
High

1 0 0 0 0 .0 0 -

8 0 0 0 .0 0 -

I
,5

6 0 0 0 .0 0 -

i
I§

4 0 0 0 .0 0 -

2000.0 0 -

0.001

2

3

4

Difficulty

Figure 10. Mean reaction time for the four levels o f problem difficulty separately for the

low, medium and high math anxiety groups among the problems in which the correct
answer was true.
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Figure 11. Mean reaction time for each of the four levels o f difficulty and repeated and

unique problems, separately for the low, medium and high math anxiety groups in each of
the nine blocks o f trials among the problems in which the correct answer was true.
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True: Stimulus Repetition
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Figure 12. Mean error rates for the repeated and unique problems among the problems in

which the correct answer was true.
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Figure 13. Mean error rates for each of the four levels o f problem difficulty among the

problems in which the correct answer was true.
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Figure 14. Mean error rates for each block o f trials among the problems in which the

correct answer was true.
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Figure 15. Mean error rates for each of the nine blocks o f trials separately for each o f the

four levels of problem difficulty among the problems in which the correct answer was
true.
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Figure 16. Mean error rates for each of the nine blocks of trials separately for the low,

medium, and high math anxiety groups among the problems in which the correct answer
was true.
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Figure 1 7, Mean reaction time for the repeated and unique problems among the
problems in which the correct answer was false.
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Figure 18. Mean reaction time for each of the four levels of problem difficulty among

the problems in which the correct answer was false.
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Figure 19. Mean reaction time for each of the four levels of problems difficulty

separately for the repeated and unique problems among the problems in which the correct
answer was false.
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Figure 20. Mean reaction time for each block o f trials among the problems in which the

correct answer was false.
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False: Stimulus Repetition by Block of Trials; 1 = Repeated, 2 = Unique
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Figure 21. Mean reaction time for each block of trials separately for the repeated and
unique problems among the problems in which the correct answer was false. Where 1
Repeated problems and 2 = Unique problems.
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Figure 22. Mean reaction time for each of the nine blocks of trials separately for each of

the levels of problem difficulty among the problems in which the correct answer was
false.
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Figure 23. Mean reaction time for the low, medium, and high math anxiety groups

among the problems in which the correct answer was false.
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Figure 24. Mean reaction time for the four levels o f problem difficulty separately for the

low, medium and high math anxiety groups among the problems in which the correct
answer was false.
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False: Problem Difficulty by Block of Trials by Math Anxiety
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False: Problem Difficulty by Block of Trials by Math ANxiety
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False: Problem Difficulty by Block of Trials by Math Anxiety
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Figure 25. Mean reaction time for the low, medium, and high math anxiety groups

separately for the four levels o f problem difficulty in each o f the nine blocks of trials
among the problems in which the correct answer was false.
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Figure 26. Mean error rates for the repeated and unique problems among the problems in
which the correct answer was false.
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Figure 27. Mean error rates for each o f the four levels o f problem difficulty among the

problems in which the correct answer was false.
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False: Stimulus Repetition by Problem Difficulty; 1 = Repeated, 2 = Unique
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Figure 28. Mean error rates for each of the four levels o f problem difficulty separately

for the repeated and unique problems among the problems in which the correct answer
was false.
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Figure 29. Mean error rates for each block o f trials amongst the problems in which the

correct answer was false.
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Figure 30. Mean error rates for each o f the nine blocks o f trials separately for each o f the

four levels o f problem difficulty among the problems in which the correct answer was
false.
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Figure 31. Mean reaction times for each o f the nine blocks o f trials separately for each of

the three math anxiety groups among the unique problems in which the correct answer
was true.
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Figure 32. Mean reaction time for each of the nine blocks o f trials separately for the high

and low math anxiety groups among the repeated problems in which the correct answer
was true.
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